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About This Game

Welcome To Segfault!

Take the role of black hat hacker, breaching through the most secure companies in the world. Extract confidential data and sell
it to the darker side of the web.

Segfault is focused heavily on skill, as well as progression. Your task will not be as easy as you think. Order upgrades from the
Deep Web, fuse together components, and become the most renowned hacker in the world. Compare your Play Style with the

rest of the world as you strive to become the top ranked hacker.

Features:

~Single Player Campaign
~Component Synthesis

~65 Upgrades
~Steam Achievements

~Statistic Tracking
~Compete For Highscores Worldwide With Integrated Online Leaderboards!

~Game Changing Mutators With 504 Possible Combinations
~Bipolar AI assistant
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Wow, lahszurs. Best game I have ever played! I hope the new catherine comes out for pc I will forsure buy it!. Great fun long
playing high scoring table.. This game is fun to play. Best to play with another friend for duo mode. Horizon Source now this
I'm impressed. Thought Horizon Source wouldn't make a return, but as soon as I logged onto Steam and looked at the store, I
saw this game called The Ark of Horizon. God bless the developer. Yes there are bots in this game, that is only because the
player base is not that high. Until the game has more players, the bots will be less and less. Thank you for bringing the game
back. <33333 UwU. good\u00e4\u00e4. For the time being not worth the $25 that you could use to get Onward. But I think it
could be a great game if it was polished and the devs define its as the "Call of duty" VR game compared the "ARMA" style of
Onward. would be great if the multiplayer actually worked.
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Freebie is a game that is REALLY EASY and fun if you play cassually. I got the badge for this game on my second day of
playing it and got a 100 % on this game. FREEBIE IS NOT FREE THOUGH JUST REMEMBER THAT. This game is nothing
special and I got a coupon on this game so yeah. I give this game 7/10.. I played along with the soundtrack and with my own
music, both times were amazing.
Never got bored, the gameplay is not even important.. Horrible controls on PC. There are 3 buttons you need to press, run, jump
and sprint. The combination is almost non-intuitive on keyboard (V or left mouse button to jump, i hope I remember them
correctly, I've played under 10 mins) and the game requires cat like reflexes, because the obstacles and enemies comes way to
fast, even on training on the lowest level of dificulty.. Refunding for the third year. Probably wont do this again. Finally added a
suggested racing line, BUT it only shows in pratice! Garbade physics. These games are just straight trash. Save your money.
Retro Vision is a very intriguing game with great visuals. Great music. Great futuristic stylings. The whole shabang. Its fun,
while slightly buggy. I'd reccomend this to people who are after a fun simple game they can play to relax. if you like retro music
and the 80's pick this game up. two thumbs up. 90 minute fever may be the most important game of your life.

I've played since January , first in alpha version, so now live version. Play evolves constantly , and one of the great parts is that
developers really listen to the players.

To be early access game has many basic features that make it playable, fun and competiv.

It is also important to know that it lacks some essential features that many might miss , like for example to see the development
of your players , individual tactical instructions during combat , use made turnements, advanced statics from the game.

Nevertheless, all these things come consecutively, and the progress the past six months makes me have my full confidence in the
developers. The very best advice from me.. Enjoy it everyday playing online. So far I'm loving this game.  I can only find one
thing that I don't like and that is that you can't drop from a wall slide. I was sorta expecting that moving in the opposite direction
of the wall would make you fall off on command. This aside,  this is a beautiful game with an amazing sound track. This feels
like one of those games that have 15,000 reviews and 98% are positive. It's just a good game.

Edit: Tapping float lets you drop from the wallslide. Best hidden gem I found in Steam recently.

Takes the best of a metroid-like game and boldly presents it as a two-buttons only game.
It is also specially made with speed runs in mind.

As of now, I can't recommend any game more than this one.
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